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**Description**

Where: [irc://irc.freenode.net/#openSUSE-admin](irc://irc.freenode.net/#openSUSE-admin) IRC channel

When: 2017-05-07 18:00 UTC

Who: The openSUSE Heroes team and everybody else!

**Topics**

see / use checklist

**History**

#1 - 2017-04-09 19:44 - cboltz

- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 2017-04-26 08:46 - Anonymous

- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket 17272 / march meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket 17272 / march meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Supporting freenode.net with an own VM? => http://freenode.net/support

#3 - 2017-04-26 08:48 - Anonymous

- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket 17272 / march meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Supporting freenode.net with an own VM? => http://freenode.net/support to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket 17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Supporting freenode.net with an own VM? => http://freenode.net/support

#4 - 2017-04-27 13:31 - Anonymous

- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Supporting freenode.net with an own VM? => http://freenode.net/support to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities

Regarding the "Support other Open Source communities", I assume openSUSE should meanwhile have enough (virtual) resources to help smaller projects.

What comes into my mind:

- supporting freenode.net with an own VM? => http://freenode.net/support
- donate resources to the ntp pool project => [http://www.pool.ntp.org/join.html](http://www.pool.ntp.org/join.html) (not really via virtual machines)
- ...

What we already do:

- shrek.kde.org (git/svn via SSH) for the KDE community
- our own GPG keyserver enhancing SKS OpenPGP Keyserver Pool

IMHO we should consider our needs (which open source project are we using as openSUSE users/openSUSE heroes) and maybe do some marketing (via elections?) around it. Most free openSUSE projects (like OBS, 110r, ICC, openATTIC or OSEM) are already supported, but for those were we do NOT have any developer at (open)SUSE, we might consider to help, if we are using their software and they need resources.

What do you think?

#5 - 2017-05-04 21:46 - cboltz

2022-03-14
- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities, [ ] Ideas / plans for the Heroes workshop at oSC17

#6 - 2017-05-07 08:44 - pjessen
- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities, [ ] Ideas / plans for the Heroes workshop at oSC17 to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities, [ ] Ideas / plans for the Heroes workshop at oSC17, [ ] mirror status - 31 open tickets

#7 - 2017-05-07 17:54 - AdaLovelace
- Checklist item changed from [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities, [ ] Ideas / plans for the Heroes workshop at oSC17, [ ] mirror status - 31 open tickets to [ ] Questions and answers from the community, [ ] status reports about everything (see ticket #17272 / March meeting for a list), [ ] Naming pattern for VMs, [ ] Support other Open Source communities, [ ] Ideas / plans for the Heroes workshop at oSC17, [ ] mirror status - 31 open tickets, [ ] Salt Stack for Icinga Checks with ZeroMQ

#8 - 2017-05-09 22:08 - cboltz
- File 2017-05-08-heroes-meeting.txt added
- Status changed from New to Closed

We moved the topic "Salt Stack for Icinga Checks with ZeroMQ" to the next meeting. For everything else, see the attached IRC log ;-) 

#9 - 2017-05-09 22:12 - cboltz
- Copied to communication #19064: 2017-06-04 18:00 UTC: openSUSE:Heroes meeting June 2017 added

#10 - 2017-05-09 22:13 - cboltz
- Copied to deleted (communication #19064: 2017-06-04 18:00 UTC: openSUSE:Heroes meeting June 2017)